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1. Is the future of health and social        

care…...

A Doomed

B Only for poor people

C Unknown

D Solid but different

E Better





THE CONTEXT FOR 

NETWORKS FOR 

IMPROVEMENT



3. What are you curious about today?

Respond on your own





Typology of Networks

Delivery/ 
development  

network

• Are for collaboration and coordination; agreed task; boundary 
spanners; can delivery services

Learning & 
support 
network

• To support/act individually, but receive support from network; 
learning and experimenting; collaboration between members.

Agency / 
advocacy 
networks

• Act as single agents of change; advocacy & amplification (often 
policy networks)

Managed 
network

• Governed like hierarchies; dedicated management; members as 
peers; division of labour; can get ‘stuck’. 



The Challenge

‘...how can health care professionals and 

managers working for different 

organizations be helped to work together 

effectively across organizational boundaries 

in the interests of the intended beneficiaries 

(the ‘clients’) of health and social care 

agencies’?’ (Jones and Thomas, 2007: 290). 



Innovation - Types





Kaiser Permanente  analysis of Volume 

of innovation efforts



Kaiser Permanente Analysis of 

Cumulative Value Creation



Collaborative Change – what works?



Evidence review of integrated care 

evaluations – it works where:

• There is a history of collaboration 

• Citizens are part of the diagnosis of the problems and 

determining the solutions from the start.

• There is dedicated time to learning together.

• The systems leaders don’t get distracted onto other 

projects or issues, but generate focus and attention and 

consistency for the duration.

• There is some start-up funding to generate head-space.



What got in the way

• The difficult in data sharing.

• Lack of clear processes for decision making across the 

partners.

• Setting expectations too high, generating 

disappointment when these weren’t achieved.

• Lack of ownership across all partners and at all levels.

• The lack of experience in and attention to securing 

citizen partnerships.

• The vacancy of support from the centre to unblocking 

issues that cannot be resolved at systems level.





Across them all

• Evidence didn’t seem to count 

• We are behind on data 

• Citizen participation doesn’t just happen

• Improvements are not likely to be found in the 

short term, it takes time



2. What in your view is most likely to 

secure a better health & social care 

system where you work? 

A. Mergers/ Chains/ super-organisations

B. Asset based community development

C. Disruptive innovation (usually technology or 

pharma)

D. Incremental social change

E. Better data to support better decisions

F. Performance management of failing services





The Hard Work of Health Transformation

• …....lasting transformation requires the relentless hard 

work of local operational redesign

• ……….constantly make small-scale changes to their 

structures and processes over long periods.

• …multidisciplinary teams must undertake this redesign 

work

• No single designer can create a highly functioning 

microsystem

• Such teams often have diverse membership

• Teams often redesign local structures and processes 

despite the lack of senior support, adequate data, 

capital….
Bohmer M. NEJM 2016



WHAT THE FUTURE LOOKS 

LIKE



What the Future Looks Like?

What sort of organisations?
1. RED – short-term, reactive, thrives in chaos, power at 

the top to keep people in line. Metaphor: Wolf pack

2. AMBER – Hierachial pyramid, command and control, 

values stability. Metaphor: Army

3. ORANGE – Goal is to achieve growth, through 

innovation, management by objectives but freedom on 

‘how’. Metaphor: Machine

4. GREEN – focuses on culture and empowerment to 

achieve employee motivation. Metaphor: Family

5. TEAL– focus on purpose, self-organising teams, peer-

based, no hierarchy. Metaphor: Living system

Laloux F 2014.Reinventing Organizations 



4. What sort of organisation do you 

work in?

A - Red

B - Amber

C - Orange

D - Green

E - Team





What the Future Looks Like?
What sort of organising?

Your 
Organisation

Outsourced / 
subcontractors

Alliances

Strategic 
partners

Delivery 
partners

Joint Ventures

Franchise/ 
licensing 
partners

Learning 
partners



The modern world of organisations

“Most simply, to innovate and grow as the 

structure and economy of the traditional 

corporation ceases to be attractive, firms not 

only need a specialized expertise; they need 

a collaborative capability.” 

Shuman J & Twombley J, 2009



WHAT WE KNOW WORKS



Proposition

Collaboratives for health in the NHS require:

• Data-enabled clinical decision-making and 

learning and a culture of curiosity

• Asset based community development and 

coproduction – de-professionalising 

neighbourliness, de-medicalising wellbeing.

• Cross system learning and adaptation

• Network leadership 

• Enabling environment for collaboration

• Learning from others



Key findings – what works in place-

based collaboratives for quality

• Strong relationships and inter-professional working 

which should be linked to leadership training 

programmes and development. 

• Culture of learning- neutral space partnership between 

academia and practice 

• Leadership that is dedicated, focused and distributive

• Shared purpose and narrative 

• Solving problems through data enabled communities of 

practice

• Incremental change based on repetition, reciprocity, 

peer leadership, collaboration with citizens



HOW WORK GETS DONE -

ORGANISING



• Deterministic

• Tame

• Standardised/ replicable
Hierarchy

• Cooperative structures

• Peers – reciprocity/ exchange

• Innovative/creative

• Knowledge function core

Network

• Complex/ Wicked

• Adaptive collective responses

• Intended and unintended consequences

• Temporary – issue based

Adaptive



What sort of work is best done through 

a hierarchy?

What through a network?

What through an adaptive system?



Hierarchies

• Clear purpose and 

expectations

• Allocates responsibility for 

functions 

• Delegates authority to 

designated levels

• Clarifies discretionary 

decision making

• Specifies spans of control

• Specifies milestones for 

delivery 

• Performance Management 

as a process for 

accountability

• Power based on expertise 

and legitimate authority

Useful When

The goal is clear, the course of 

action to reach that goal is 

uncontested, there is no need for 

negotiation, you have the 

authority and span of control to 

realise that goal. 



Adaptive Systems
• Clarifying collective purpose

• Building relationships in order to make 

the most of potential

• Generating visibility for the knock-on 

effects of any action in part of the 

system

• Surfacing and working with 

diverse/different perspectives. 

• Feedback loops –metrics to enable the 

whole to make sense of the action it 

takes

• Sense-making – taking time to review 

what’s working/ not working and why. 

Connecting the system to itself through 

multiple conversations and stories. 

• Being future focused

Useful For

Highly contestable problems 

where it not clear ‘what 

works’ and where there are 

multiple interdependent 

agencies involved in the 

problem/issue 



Networks

• Clarifying shared purpose (what 

can we only do together that we 

can’t do on our own)

• Equal peer relationships based 

on generosity and reciprocity 

• Requests and offers (not 

necessarily on the same issue)

• Actively seeking diversity 

• Clear rules of engagement 

(membership)

• Peer working and review

• Member resourcefulness and 

mutual trust

• Trying things out iteratively

Useful For

• Generating creative and 

innovative solutions

• Rapid learning and 

development

• Amplifying the effectiveness 

of individual members



HOW WORK GETS DONE – IN 

NETWORKS



YOUR EXPERIENCE



Key conditions for networks – your 

views

• Enthusiasts not delegates 

• Members own and lead

• Meets member needs

• Diverse perspectives and types

• Respect between members

• Honest and transparent within the network

• Clear communication channels

• Leadership skills 

• Learn through failing

• Credible – whose involved and impact

• Someone that connects and nurtures



Drawings courtesy of betacodex.org

Self-organising networks

High performing where improvement 

and innovation needed

PURPOSE & PRINCIPLES







: The distinctiveness of networks lies in

• Their ability to be innovative and creative and their 

reliance on diversity

• The distribution of power and leadership across 

members

• Reciprocity and exchange as the defining relationship 

between members based on mutual interest around a 

common purpose

• Fluctuations in their member engagement and impact

• Their adaptability to survive and thrive

• The centrality of the knowledge function



• Community-building

• Filtering

• Amplifying

• Facilitating

• Investing/providing

• Convening

Functions of Networks – What is the 

function of your network?



• Shared purpose and identity

• Address big issues/ have a compelling 

purpose

• Meet member needs

• Adapted leadership

• Strong relationships and ties

• Generate helpful outputs

Key features of effective networks



USING DATA TO CATALYSE

CHANGE – GETTING FROM 

HERE TO THERE



Data Theme

1. Demographic/ Geographical – our health needs

2. How the system currently operates to meet needs.

3. How people behave in the system to meet their own needs and 
that of their community.

4. How data is currently used for change

5. How this system learns

6. How adaptive and resilient is this system? 

7. Is this system fit for the future?

LSBU Health Systems Innovation Lab



Top tips for running networks

 Connect with what exists..

 Set simple rules. 

 Keep animated. 

 Learn from difference and conflict. 

 Keep a focus on impact.



https://uk.pinterest.com/beckymalby/le

ading-networks/
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